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As we drove to the trailhead, the words of 
the avy report mingled with caffeine from 
the morning’s cup of joe. “Four inches of 
new snow…moderate to strong winds…
persistent facet layer one to two feet below 
the surface, but recently unreactive.” We 
assumed that new snow instability and wind 
loading were the biggest hazards that day.

Later, while skinning along a ridge, 
hand shears revealed that the new snow 
was bonding well. Kicking cornices and 
stomping on wind slabs didn’t release 
anything. As a final precaution, I ski cut the 
slope to a safe spot. But when my partner 
dropped in, I heard her yell “slide,” just 
before thick, fast-moving debris ripped by 
both sides of my island of safety. We were 
both fine, but still I asked myself, “What 
the heck just happened?”

The answer was in the buried facet layer 
that we had ignored. Four inches of new 
snow combined with wind loading made it 
“reactive” again. Because we believed storm 
snow and wind loading were the primary 
instabilities, we used tools specific to those 
problems such as hand pits and slope cuts. 
Unfortunately, these tools are not effective 
for persistent weak layers and failed to 
reveal the true instability. Had we been 
thinking more critically about persistent 
buried snowpack weaknesses, we would 
have dug numerous pits and used more 
conservative decision-making. 

The danger rating provided by your local 
avalanche center is definitely important, but 
be sure to focus on the types of instability 
they identify as possible hazards. Then, 
choose appropriate evaluation and hazard 
management tools that work effectively 
for those particular instabilities. Outlined 
below are four common types of snow 
instability, and the ways in which you 
should begin to approach them.

Sometimes new snow adheres poorly to 
the old snow surface, or a weakness forms 
within the new accumulation. New snow 
instability is a concern if you are storm skiing 
or there was significant recent snowfall. 
Fortunately, new snow instability shows up 
easily during snowpit tests and quick hand 
shears. As the slope angle increases, so does 
the risk of triggering a slide, so pay special 
attention to slope convexities. Ski cuts and 
cornice drops are effective tools for managing 
new snow instability because it’s typically 
more widely reactive than fickle, hit-or-miss 
persistent weak layers.

You can easily identify fresh wind loading 
by looking for fat, rounded drifts or chalky, 
firm slabs. Though relatively simple to 

recognize, wind loaded slopes can be 
notoriously tricky to evaluate. Snowpits 
aren’t much help because wind creates 
tremendous variability in the snowpack—
you could get inconsistent results just 
meters away. While ski cuts and cornice 
drops tend to be effective tools for softer 
wind slabs, as slabs get harder, so, too, does 
the task of releasing them safely. Often, your 
best bet is “identify and avoid” rather than 
“seek and destroy.” Because most wind 
loading occurs near ridge crests, a good 
option is to find a more sheltered or lower 
angled entrance or run.

Tricky to identify, unpredictable to 
manage, and often producing large, 
powerful slides, persistent buried weak 
layers—more than any other type of 
instability—kill skiers. Signs of instability 
can be subtle, making it tantalizingly easy 
to convince yourself conditions are stable. 
When a persistent instability exists you 
will see clues if you look hard enough. 
Read the avalanche report, and follow the 
local snowpack history throughout the 
winter. Facet, depth hoar, and surface hoar 
layers vary tremendously across a slope, 
so snowpit results depend on whether 
they hit a strong spot or a weak one. You 
can never dig too many pits, and one poor 
result is far more significant than five good 
ones—never ignore even one sign of poor 
stability. Uncertainty and dire consequences 
necessitate extra conservative decision-
making and route selection.

When the sun’s beating down or the temps 
are above freezing, melt-water can turn the 
snow into a Slurpee, sluffing off steep slopes. 
Identifying wet snow instabilities is best done 
before you go skiing. Will it be warm and 
sunny? Will the surface freeze overnight? 
Plan to be off your route before conditions 
become dangerously wet; sometimes, this 
dictates a painfully early start. Surface 
mush deeper than about eight inches, or 
punching through bottomless junk are sure 
signs you’ve overstayed your welcome. 
With surface slush, ski cuts can initiate sluffs 
that will clean off your route. If the wet 
snow instability seems deeper—indicated 
by unsupportable surface conditions or 
collapsing—retreat via the coolest, lowest-
angle slopes possible.

Chris Lundy is director of the Sawtooth National 
Forest Avalanche Center; he has a secret passion 
for sewing and a not-so-secret passion for being 
a motorhead. He and his wife Sara are rejoicing 
to have just moved into their owner-built house 
outside Stanley, Idaho. R
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preparing LZ/PZs, and was inexperienced with top-down guiding. 
When I talk to heli operators the common question is, “Do you have 
any blade time?” As a professional in my 30s, I was not interested in 
becoming a cook or office intern in exchange for an occasional run. I had 
a combination of skill and luck as H2O hired me as an AMGA guide to 
establish a ski mountaineering program. Upon seeing the professionalism 
I brought to the job, H2O asked me to take their existing guide school 
and bring up to the standard of the AMGA, CSGA, etc. I am currently 
the director of this program.

The AMSG level one is open to any applicant able to meet minimal 
prerequisites such as basic first aid training and advanced skiing ability. 
As ski areas begin to implement more mechanized options to access 
adjacent terrain, the need for patrollers with experience working around 
snowcats and helicopters is increasing. These courses offer an opportunity 
for anyone with an interest to explore this profession within a reasonable 
financial commitment. A wide variety of students, from a ski patroller 
wishing to become more of an asset to their mountain or an aspirant 
mechanized ski guide, can walk away with invaluable experience.

Alta Ski Area in Little Cottonwood Canyon, Utah, hosts the level one 
course. Level one is an introduction to mechanized mountain operations 
from lift self-evacuation to snowcat and helicopter operations. Participants 
will learn about assessing avalanche terrain and managing groups within 
it; advantages and limitations of ski lifts, snowcats, and helicopters; 
village and highway protection; and companion and organized rescue 
coordination. All of the skills learned during this course are important 
for aspiring guides as well as for patrollers, highway workers and 
avalanche-control specialists. Civilian participants are also encouraged 
to join and can gain as much as professionals from this one-week course. 
Economically priced, level one is really a great chance for a guided skiing 
adventure with some intense learning opportunities.

The second course in the AMSG progression is held in the Chugach 
Range of Alaska. While the level two course has slightly more stringent 
prerequisites, enrollment is open to anyone with a desire to explore the 
heli-ski profession. With a primary focus on helicopter access into big-
mountain glaciated terrain, this course is intent on getting participants 
as much time in the guide’s seat as possible. The course costs less than a 
week of heli skiing and includes an AIARE Level 2 course. An aspirant 
guide or patroller could look at AMSG level two as both training and an 
opportunity to gain experience in the complex big-mountain environment 
that the Chugach range offers, while under the tutelage of seasoned 
guides. Graduates of this course do not leave with the label “heli guide” 
but are potentially attractive prospects to a heli operator looking to hire 
new blood. After completing the AMSG L2, participants have the skills 
to work flight deck operations, to tail guide as necessary, and have begun 
to build the time experience required of an Alaska heli-ski guide.

Mark Kelly is an AMGA ski mountaineering guide, AIARE L 1&2 instructor 
and H2O heli ski guide. Mission statement: The American Mechanized Guides 
program strives to provide comprehensive training opportunities for on-snow 
mechanized mountain professionals. R


